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Take a fun look back at Quacker Oats, Blisterine, and more classic packaging parodies—plus an
interview with creator Art Spiegelman! Known affectionately among collectors as “Wacky Packs,”
the Topps stickers that parodied well-known consumer brands were a phenomenon in the 1970s
—even outselling the Topps Company’s baseball cards for a while. But few know that the genius
behind it all was none other than Art Spiegelman—the Pulitzer Prize–winning graphic novelist
who created Maus. This treasury includes an interview with Spiegelman about his early career
and his decades-long relationship with the memorabilia company—as well as a colorful
compendium that will bring back memories of such products as Plastered Peanuts, Jail-O,
Weakies cereal, and many more. Illustrated by notable comics artists Kim Deitch, Bill Griffith, Jay
Lynch, Norm Saunders, and more, this collection is a visual treat, a load of laughs, and a tribute
to a beloved product that’s been delighting kids (and adults) for decades.

From the Back CoverFestive drink recipes for your next fiesta•“If life gives you limes,” said Jimmy
Buffet, “make margaritas.”And what would a party be without a sangria to punch things up? Just
Margaritas and Sangrias shows how to get the basic recipes right for both and then spruce
those up with mouthwatering variations aplenty. Learn how to make homemade margarita mix,
infused tequila, fruit purées, and simple syrups; how to rim a glass; and how to choose the right
tequila for your margarita. Add zing to your sangrias by experimenting with various wine and fruit
combinations.Classic MargaritaFrench MargaritaPomegranate Mango Margarita Millionaire
MargaritaSunrise MargaritaBlue Coconut MargaritaStrawberry MargaritaSpanish
SangriaChocolate Cherry SangriaRed Chai SangriaMidnight at the Oasis SangriaTropical Luau
SangriaPatriotic SangriaWhite Pear-adise SangriaAbout the AuthorCheryl Charming is known
as the “Martha Stewart” of modern cocktail culture. She is the author of nine books on the
subject. She tended bar in the United States and beyond for more than three decades. Susan
Bourgoin is a photographer whose work has appeared in culinary magazines such as Wine
News and Bon Appetit, she is a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America. 
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Garbage Pail Kids (Topps) Star Trek: The Original Topps Trading Card Series Mars Attacks
(Topps) Planet of the Apes: The Original Topps Trading Card Series



ukuleleleluku, “A childhood dream come true. I found my first Wacky Sticker on the sidewalk
walking home from school in 1973. It was the Schtick Razor sticker. After showing it to some
older kids in elementary school I found out they had it too and much more. They gave me a few
of their duplicates and I was hooked for about the next four years. It was always hard for me as a
kid with little to no money to buy Wacky Packages and even harder to get my parents to buy me
some packs but I did OK and was able to get most of them. The bulk of them being from the 2nd
through 12th series. Over those four years of collecting I longed for Topps to just make a book of
their Wacky art. It was this dream book that propmted me to make my own book with staples and
heavy paper with cover and all. I stuck all my stickers by series on to the pages of my book. I
never gave thought to collector value at the time, nobody ever thought of that back then. The end
result all these years later is having a fraction of my Wacky Packs surviving and of those
survivors they are only good for nostalgia. So it was a real kick to get both the first and second
volumes of the Wacky Packages series. These books are a real gem and for me childhood
dream come true. Although I suppose having all my original stickers still surviving in mint
condition would be great I find these books much better than sifting through handfuls of baseball
card size stickers. What I loved was the art and the silliness of it all and could care less about
collector value. If you were a fan of the Wacky Packages series then both books will not
disappoint. I love the wax pack paper wrapper for dust covers and the bonus stickers inside. A
very nice touch and overall excellent quality for the money. Topps should think about authorizing
more of these types of books like the 1960s Monsters cards for example.”

screenplay writer (and scrap-metal scavenger), “Makes buying the vintage cards unnecessary. I
was getting nostalgic for the things of my youth and remembered Wacky Packages.
Coincidentally this book was published just about the time I was considering going on EBay and
purchasing some of the cards of my youth. I have to give this book high marks overall.The
pros:The layout is superb, with one card on each page. The cover of the book is clever, looking
like one of the card packages. This book makes buying any of the vintage cards
unnecessary.The cons:For those of you who have read my Amazon "So you'd like to know more
about..." guide to comedy of the 1970s, you know what my tastes are. The big letdown of this
book was that I have largely outgrown this sort of humor. I was into MAD magazine as a kid, but
I really can't sit down with an issue now. Same thing with these cards. About 1 of every 10 is
funny to me. That said, the execution is incredible: world class artists doing world class parody
illustration.The other con I have, and you'll probably notice this if you read through the book in
one sitting, is how many of the products feature dead, poisoned, or ill-treated dogs. Can't say
any of those were at all funny to me.”

Skyline, “70's Latchkey Kid revisits childhood.. As a suburban, middle-class latchkey kid,



growing up in colorful 1970's America, I remember these packages of stickers in wax paper that
came with a stick of hard, dry bubble gum. Making fun of current consumer products in a
grotesque and funny manner was a hit for myself and my friends. It ws maybe a very mild form
of rebellion. Kids love that stuff! Those stickers were almost like currency amongst my
elementary school peers. They adorned the inside of my closet door, and many other
places.Later in life, I had the occasion to stumble across the two-volume comic-style book about
the Holocaust, "Maus" by Art Spiegelman, and later, some of his other, more twisted work, RAW
Magazine. I developed a liking for this author-artist, and his work. When I learned that Art
Spiegelman was one of the creative forces behind Wacky Packages, I was floored. How could I
have known? I was a fan of his even before I knew it! Of course, I had no choice but to snap up
the books-both volumes- as soon as possible! Anytime a pleasant memory from childhood pays
an unexpected visit, you have to do something! And this one automatically came with
references! Any of you who were kids in the 1970's and had a passing acquaintance with
Wacky Packages gets it.  Now's your chance to go back and see it all over again!”

Pacific808, “Memoriessss.........everybody SING!. Now I have that stupid song stuck in my head.
But this little gem of a book brought back a lot of laughs long stifled since my childhood. We
went nuts for Wacky Packages and we swapped and we traded and we bartered and all of that
stuff. My neighbor had some real old vintage ones on her refrigerator that I would go crazy for.
But it seems like they haven't included ALL of them. There has to be a sizable number of images
that didn't make it into this book. Perhaps I'm mistaken and this book only offers up a few
volumes in the series....I know there is stuff that I had that's missing from this book. But -
anyway, if you grew up in the 60's and early 70's and you remember purchasing these things for
10 cents or so, this is a wonderful book that looks back on adolescence and hits the funny bone
hard. It's short on words and descriptions, but that's fine. The laugh-out-loud images are
enough. This book brought a huge smile to my face that didn't go away for a long time. It
brought back a wave of great memories and for that, it's worth twice the price!!!  I love it!”

J Michmerhuizen, “A Great Presentation of Wacky Packages. Shows off the awesome illustration
and über creative writing on these "kids only" cards.. I remember buying these from the ice
cream man and running home to stick them all over my skateboard. I had forgotten the exact
brands, but remembered that they were quite creative. This book gives you that chance to see
them in all their glory with great illustrations + its gives you a very interesting background on how
they came to be. It may be weird, but this book is proudly taking space on my bookshelf - I enjoy
how it transports me back to when I was 8, growing up in sunny southern cal. Also ~ its seems to
be one the books that people grab when they are looking for something to flip though.”

no-nonsense, “Fun, fun, and funny. This book is great for fans of comic style art (appearing in
candy). Those who like to read reams of words will be disappointed. It is 95% pictures and



maybe 5 pages max of written words. It's not even that informational, but the art is nice to look at
and quite humorous. Each drawing gets its own page.”

Nestor, “Genial, como los demás de la colección. Muy buena impresión, el cubre portada es del
mismo material que el de los viejos sobres de cromos, detalle que mezcla nostálgia con
originalidad. Las reproducciones de los cromos originales es muy buena, además incluye un
sobre aparte con stickers impresos para este libro.”

JMM, “Fave collectible!!. I love this book and worth having for fans of the Wacky Package era!!!
So glad these book were published as I had not been able to collect every sticker that was ever
released!!”

Neil Mossie, “Wacky Packages are the best. So glad I found this book and bought it. Tons of
laughs and good memories. Just got home from family dinner and showed it to my sisters. We
had fun looking through the book and recognizing stickers we had stuck to our school books and
beds.”

thewayneguy, “Four Stars. Nice book. Shipping a little slow.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 147 people have provided feedback.
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